
WP BAKERYGROUP 

MATADOR®

The quality multi deck baking oven



WP BAKERYGROUP 

WP BAKERYGROUP is the company for bakers. Our 
comprehensive range of high-quality machines 
and equipment is aimed at the requirements of 
bakeries worldwide. We provide baking tech-
nology for every step in the process – starting 
with kneading, dividing & moulding, through to 
proving & refrigerating and finally baking in both 
production and shop environments.

Our motto is ‘think process!’. Because only when all the 
separate processes are perfectly in tune with one another, 
is it possible to achieve consistently high quality and cost-
effectiveness.

– Measurable energy savings
– Less waste
– Higher productivity
– Very simple machine operation
– Reproducible product quality

Day after day



WP CompetenceCenter

  _ Mixing.  Emil Kemper GmbH, Rietberg

  _ Dividing & moulding Rolls. Emil Kemper GmbH, Rietberg

  _ Dividing & moulding Bread.  Werner & Pfleiderer Haton B.V., NL-Panningen

  _ Baking.  Werner & Pfleiderer Lebensmitteltechnik GmbH, Dinkelsbühl

  _ In-store baking. Werner & Pfleiderer Sachsen GmbH, Sohland 

  _ Proofing & Cooling. Werner & Pfleiderer Koeling Benelux B.V., NL-Panningen

  _ Laminating.  Werner & Pfleiderer Industrielle Backtechnik GmbH, Tamm

  _ Engineering.  Werner & Pfleiderer Industrielle Backtechnik GmbH, Tamm

  _ Bakery software.  BackNet E&S GmbH, Muggensturm

   www.wpbakerygroup.com





MATADOR®

MATADOR® MD 
MATADOR® MDV 
MATADOR® MDE

Bakery customers these days have a wide choice of products and they expect consistently 

high quality. In order to meet this demand, various factors have to come together, for 

example suitable raw materials, skilled personnel and of course the machine  technology 

employed. The legendary MATADOR® deck baking ovens made by Werner & Pfleiderer 

help bakers fulfil their customers’ high requirements. As a classic multi deck baking oven 

it guarantees extremely even and consistently identical baking results. The products, 

baked on a special stone baking surface, look simply great and taste fantastic. What’s 

more, the MATADOR® already incorporates the latest technology for energy-saving use.
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MATADOR®

Werner & Pfleiderer – since 1877 we have been designing, manufacturing and installing  
machinery and equipment for producing baking products. Today we are one of the leading  
global suppliers of intelligent solutions for dough production and processing. Within the  
WP BAKERYGROUP, WP Bakery Technologies occupies the ‘oven technology’ product segment.

We deliver technical solutions that satisfy the highest standards. Together with our clients,  
we develop concepts that meet the requirements of the markets and show the way for the 
future of the industry.

We have written history with the MATADOR® WP multi-level oven. More than 60,000 units  
have been built so far and are used every day all over the world. The consistency of their  
baking results, their robustness and their low power consumption are legendary, regardless  
of whether bakers have opted for operation with gas, oil or electricity. Every new MATADOR®  
is now fitted with the NAVIGO® WP control system as standard, which enables very reliable,  
simple and energy-saving operation. 



Inserting _ Steaming _ Baking _ Extracting

www.wpbakerygroup.com/bakerytechnologies
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MATADOR® MD/MDV/MDE

MATADOR®

The MATADOR® is a classic multi deck baking oven, which can be equipped with baking areas of 8 to 43 m2.  
It is built in the MD, MDE and MDV versions. All versions feature special stone baking plates and are  
distinguished by very consistent and reproducible baking results.

The MATADOR® MD is the basic design with a baking area of 8 to 19 m2.
It can be operated with oil or gas.

The MATADOR® MDV is the maxi-version with a baking area of 8 to 43 m2 and is particularly suitable  
for using semi or fully automatic feed units. It can be operated with oil or gas.

The MATADOR® MDE is the version with direct electrical heating and has a baking area of 8 to 18 m2.



www.wpbakerygroup.com/matador
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ZYKLOTHERM®

Many call it ‘forced circulation’ and have only just decided to follow this principle when it comes 
to heating their ovens. We have been perfecting it for a long time. Its name: ZYKLOTHERM®!

ZYKLOTHERM® is the heating system in the MATADOR® – and has been for almost 70 years. We have 
always improved it step by step, and it has always saved our customers energy. A lot of energy!

The ZYKLOTHERM® concept saves energy. Always.

The cross-section of the oven clearly shows how the hot gas is fed through the channels 
by the shortest possible route. It enters at the front in the most sensitive oven area. Real 
evenness is guaranteed by the ZYKLOTHERM® heating system. The result is a crisp crust, 
even browning, and full fl avour development every time.



www.wpbakerygroup.com/matador

 PRODUCTION . MATADOR® . ZYKLOTHERM®

An excess of steam, baking batch after batch – 
no problem for the MATADOR®. Saturated 
steam fl ows rapidly into the ovens. A relative 
humidity of 75% is reached even before the 
end of one minute. The hot baking chamber 
air is directed away through release valves 
together with excess steam.

On the MATADOR® MDE, the intelligent 
distribution of the heating rods enables 
even heat radiation throughout the oven.
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WP ENERGY PROJECT 30

The MATADOR® requires up to 30% less energy than comparable ovens!

The key factors contributing to its extremely positive energy consumption are:

_ Design

_ Control system

_ Burner technology

_ Insulation

_ Steam generation

_ Oven configuration

_ Recycling of waste heat

ENERGY BENEFITS

1. WP ENERGIE REVERSE 
 Use of waste gas/steam =  
 approx. 10–15% of oven power is recycled

2. WP ZYKLOTHERM® ECONOMY 
 Optimised hot gas distribution in the front area of the oven =
 approx. 10% lower burner run-times

3. WP NAVIGO® INTELLIGENT 
 Optimised steaming process due to optimised cycle times and flexible temperature adjustment = 
 approx. 10% less waste from steaming process

4. WP ENERGIE LIMITATION 
 Automatic smoke gas partition when oven is switched off =
 approx. 40% lower heating-up time

5. WP ENERGIE BLOCK
 Reduction of surface loss due to high-tech insulation =
 approx. 11% lower surface loss

6. WP ENERGIE SPEED 
 Burner performance and efficiency level optimised by reducing inefficient burner run-times

7. WP USER-GUIDELINE 
 Optimised application for optimised processes and better quality



www.wpbakerygroup.com/matador

30 cm 

30 cm
 

30 cm
 

Surface loss reduced thanks to a 30-cm-thick high-tech insulation = 
approx. 11% less surface loss

WP ENERGY BLOCK 

INSULATION
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Oven control 
in the NAVIGO® system

data cable/internet 

machinery/
equipment

industrial ovensin-store ovens

computer, stationary

computer, mobile

– Remote diagnostics over the Internet
– Screen operation over the Internet
– Networking of individual ovens
– Master slave



www.wpbakerygroup.com/matador

NAVIGO® – the benefits for bakers

Touchscreen & pictogram display
– Uncomplicated 
– Easy to use, even for temporary staff 
–  Prevention of operating errors due to visual  

depiction of the product required 
– Same operating system for different oven models

Programming
– Simple and logical 
– Every operating and programming step is displayed 
– 250 recipes can be saved each with up to 20 steps 
– Fully automatic steaming process 
– Possible fine-tuning of recipes guarantees best baking results 
– Individual recipes can be very easily written
– Data can be centrally gathered & evaluated 
–  Always consistently good baking results even with  

personnel changes = quality assurance 

–  Monitoring, programming and ‘oven control’ error  
diagnostics from PC in office 

– Global networking for effortlessly managing a branch system 
–  Recipe and data protection due to data storage  

on a removable MMC card 
– A target/actual comparison is possible at all times
– Remote diagnostics possible by the WP service department

Every baking process sequence is seamlessly saved,  
can be conveniently read out and seen on the PC

– Work reduction thanks to automatic night start 
–  Optimised energy use and hence cost reduction due to automatic  

two-level temperature control when oven running idle

NAVIGO® plus – even more benefits

– Fully automatic baking programme
– Automatic steam regulator
– Remote display per oven group
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MATADOR® MD

MATADOR® MD

The  MATADOR® MD is a multi deck baking oven, which can be supplied with 4–6 decks and baking areas of 8–19 m2.  
It is equipped with special stone baking plates, stainless steel baking chamber doors and the intelligent  
WP NAVIGO® control system. 

Its ZYKLOTHERM® heating system for specially directing the hot gas ensures an absolutely even heat distribution, 
above all in the sensitive front area of the oven, whose temperature is severely affected by repeated opening 
and closing of the baking chamber doors. Sturdy heating elements, at a constant temperature, allow the oven to 
be used non-stop even at extremely high temperatures, as is necessary for making types of thick-crusted bread 
containing rye. Furthermore, they provide the conditions required for the consistent, unmatched baking results from 
the  MATADOR® MD and an ideal formation on the base of all products. This is helped above all by the oven’s high 
temperature variability; baking with flexible temperature curves is possible without restrictions.

The high-performance piped steam system in the burner chamber on the MATADOR® MD supplies sufficient 
saturated steam for baking ‘batch-after-batch’. The integrated steam distribution system helps to build up the 
temperature quickly and evenly in the baking chamber; the steam overpressure system rapidly exchanges dry  
hot air for steam, while the steam extraction ensures a rapid, force-fed de-steaming of the baking chamber for 
steam-sensitive products and a perfect crispness.

The high ovens on the MATADOR® MD provide even heat radiation under steady baking conditions, another  
aspect towards creating exceptionally high-quality baking products in terms of look and flavour.

The MATADOR® MD can be equipped with semi or fully automatic feed systems.

MATADOR® multi deck baking oven in 1958

OPTIONS glass doors folding table 
 



www.wpbakerygroup.com/matador

PRODUCTS 

Bread
Tin loaves
Toast
Rolls
Pastries

EQUIPMENT

–  Special stone  
baking plates

– Stainless steel  
 baking chamber  
 doors
– NAVIGO®  
 control system

OPTIONS

–  Electro-mechanical controls, NAVIGO® control  
system or NAVIGO® plus control system

– Draw-plate ovens
–  Combitherm 

• NAVIGO® control system – top oven group colder 
•  NAVIGO® plus control system – temperature  

selection of choice in the oven groups
– Fold-out table
– Stainless steel cladding for side walls and back wall
– Glass doors
– Stone lining
– Steel baking plates for each oven
– Oven control

12 _ 13



MATADOR® MD 

 DETAILS . MATADOR® MD 

Benefits
Special hot gas direction – ZYKLOTHERM®

–  Absolutely consistent heat distribution  
even in the sensitive front area of the oven

Dimensionally stable heating elements
–  Baking at highest temperatures e.g.  

for very crusty types of bread containing rye
– Optimum formation of base on wide variety of baking products
– Unmatched, consistent baking results
High temperature variability
– Baking with flexible temperature curves possible
High-performance piped steam system in burner chamber
– Sufficient saturated steam for baking batch-after-batch
Steam distribution system
– Fast, even steam distribution in the baking chamber
Steam overpressure system
– Rapid exchange of dry hot air for steam
Steam extraction
–  Rapid, force-fed de-steaming for steam-sensitive  

products for a perfect crispness
High ovens
–  Even heat radiation under steady baking conditions  

for best baking and flavour development
Future-oriented design
– Upgradable with semi or fully automatic loading systems
Guaranteed baking chamber height for large products 19.6 mm
– Optimum crust formation

2x wide 3x wide

MD 80 MD 100 MD 101 MD 122 MD 125 MD 121 MD 150 MD 151 MD 190

Baking area m² 8 10 10 12 12.5 12 15 15 19

Deck

Length mm 1,600 2,000 1,600 1,600 2,000 1,600 2,000 1,600 2,000

Width mm 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800

Number of ovens 4 4 5 6 5 4 4 5 5

Oven

Approx. length mm 2,550 2,950 2,650 2,650 3,050 2,550 2,950 2,650 3,050

Approx. width mm 1,830 1,830 1,830 1,830 1,830 2,435 2,435 2,435 2,435

Approx. height mm 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310

max, number of  
draw-plate ovens

Standard 2 2 3 - 3 2 2 3 3

Combitherm
2 2 3 - 3 2 2 3 3

Quantity per oven 1kg bread free-form 24 32 24 24 32 36 48 36 48

Quantity overall 1kg bread free-form 96 128 120 144 160 144 192 180 240

Elec. connection for  
ventilator and control system

kVA 4.2 4.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 6.6 6.6

Heat output kW 64 79 79 90 90 88 110 110 122



MATADOR® MD 

www.wpbakerygroup.com/matadormd/ausstattung

2x wide 3x wide

MD 80 MD 100 MD 101 MD 122 MD 125 MD 121 MD 150 MD 151 MD 190

Baking area m² 8 10 10 12 12.5 12 15 15 19

Deck

Length mm 1,600 2,000 1,600 1,600 2,000 1,600 2,000 1,600 2,000

Width mm 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800

Number of ovens 4 4 5 6 5 4 4 5 5

Oven

Approx. length mm 2,550 2,950 2,650 2,650 3,050 2,550 2,950 2,650 3,050

Approx. width mm 1,830 1,830 1,830 1,830 1,830 2,435 2,435 2,435 2,435

Approx. height mm 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310

max, number of  
draw-plate ovens

Standard 2 2 3 - 3 2 2 3 3

Combitherm
2 2 3 - 3 2 2 3 3

Quantity per oven 1kg bread free-form 24 32 24 24 32 36 48 36 48

Quantity overall 1kg bread free-form 96 128 120 144 160 144 192 180 240

Elec. connection for  
ventilator and control system

kVA 4.2 4.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 6.6 6.6

Heat output kW 64 79 79 90 90 88 110 110 122
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MATADOR® MDV 

 DETAILS . MATADOR® MDV 

Benefits
Special hot gas direction – ZYKLOTHERM®

–  Absolutely consistent heat distribution even  
in the sensitive front area of the oven

Dimensionally stable heating elements
–  Baking at highest temperatures e.g. for very  

crusty types of bread containing rye
– Optimum formation of base on wide variety of baking products
– Unmatched consistency of baking result
High temperature variability
– Baking with flexible temperature curves possible
High-performance piped steam system in burner chamber
– Sufficient saturated steam for baking ‘batch-after-batch’
Steam distribution system
– Fast, even steam distribution in the baking chamber
Steam overpressure system
– Rapid exchange of dry hot air for steam
Steam extraction
–  Rapid, force-fed de-steaming for steam-sensitive  

products for a perfect crispness
High ovens
–  Even heat radiation under steady baking conditions  

guarantee the best baking and flavour development
Future-oriented design
– Upgradable with semi or fully automatic loading systems
Burners installed on back of oven
– Maintenance possible during continuous operation

2x wide 3x wide

MDV 80 MDV 100 MDV 144* MDV 150 MDV 180 MDV 220* MDV 230* MDV 260* MDV 430*

Baking area m² 8 10 14 14.4 17.3 21.6 21.6 25.92 43.2

Deck

Length mm 1,600 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,400 2,000 2,400 2,400 2,400

Width mm 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800

Number of ovens 4 4 6 4 4 6 5 6 10

Oven

Approx. length mm 2,659 3,059 3,059 3,059 3,459 3,059 3,459 3,640 3,900

Approx. width mm 1,830 1,830 1,830 2,435 2,435 2,475 2,475 2,475 2,880

Approx. height mm 2,310 2,310 2,800 2,310 2,310 2,800 2,521 2,800 4,300

Min. required chamber height mm 2,900 2,900 3,400 2,900 2,900 3,500 3,120 3,500 5,500

max, number of  
draw-plate ovens

Standard 2 2 – – – – – – –

Combitherm
2 2 – – – – – – –

Quantity per oven 1kg bread free-form 24 32 32 – 60 – 60 – –

Quantity overall 1kg bread free-form 96 128 192 – 240 – 300 – –

Elec. connection for 
Ventilator and control system

kVA 3.5 3.5 4.2 4.2 3.5 4 4.2 10 35

Heat output
kW 64 79 110 110 110 145 130 180 240

Loading
Loading by hand possible X X – X X – X** – –

Only with loading system – – X – – X – X X

* only with loader

** Attention! Top deck 1.90 m tall.



MATADOR® MDV 

www.wpbakerygroup.com/matadormdv/ausstattung

2x wide 3x wide

MDV 80 MDV 100 MDV 144* MDV 150 MDV 180 MDV 220* MDV 230* MDV 260* MDV 430*

Baking area m² 8 10 14 14.4 17.3 21.6 21.6 25.92 43.2

Deck

Length mm 1,600 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,400 2,000 2,400 2,400 2,400

Width mm 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800

Number of ovens 4 4 6 4 4 6 5 6 10

Oven

Approx. length mm 2,659 3,059 3,059 3,059 3,459 3,059 3,459 3,640 3,900

Approx. width mm 1,830 1,830 1,830 2,435 2,435 2,475 2,475 2,475 2,880

Approx. height mm 2,310 2,310 2,800 2,310 2,310 2,800 2,521 2,800 4,300

Min. required chamber height mm 2,900 2,900 3,400 2,900 2,900 3,500 3,120 3,500 5,500

max, number of  
draw-plate ovens

Standard 2 2 – – – – – – –

Combitherm
2 2 – – – – – – –

Quantity per oven 1kg bread free-form 24 32 32 – 60 – 60 – –

Quantity overall 1kg bread free-form 96 128 192 – 240 – 300 – –

Elec. connection for 
Ventilator and control system

kVA 3.5 3.5 4.2 4.2 3.5 4 4.2 10 35

Heat output
kW 64 79 110 110 110 145 130 180 240

Loading
Loading by hand possible X X – X X – X** – –

Only with loading system – – X – – X – X X

* only with loader

** Attention! Top deck 1.90 m tall.
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MATADOR® MDE

MATADOR® MDE
 

The MATADOR® MDE is a multi deck baking oven with direct electrical heating, which can be 
supplied with 4–5 decks and baking areas from 8–18 m2. It comes with special stone baking 
plates, stainless steel baking chamber doors, a steam extractor hood with ventilator and the 
intelligent WP NAVIGO® plus control system. 

Each separate deck on the MATADOR® MDE can be operated with different temperatures or 
even switched off – ideal conditions for the best oven utilisation even with small batches and 
to save costs. Top and bottom heat can be regulated separately in order to be able to control 
the quality of the baking products individually. Each separate deck features its own steam unit, 
which can be switched on and off as required – another important detail for saving energy and 
hence costs.

The MATADOR® MDE is fitted as standard with a priority switch (deck before steam),  
a sensible feature for reducing the high costs of supplying electricity.

The fully electrical operation of the MATADOR® MDE implies further benefits: the running costs 
are low, as a flue is not necessary, there is no burner maintenance and no chimney sweep fees. 
Initial installation is comparatively reasonably priced. For example, the 400 Volt/40 Hz heating 
rods can be replaced individually. 

Hat profiles for heating rods



www.wpbakerygroup.com/matadormde

PRODUCTS 

Bread
Tin loaves
Toast
Rolls
Pastries

EQUIPMENT

–  Special stone baking plates
–  Steam extractor hood with 

ventilator
–  Stainless steel baking 

chamber doors
–  Priority switching 

(deck before steam)
–  Heating rods 400 V/50 Hz
–  Prepared for external 

load breaking (deck and 
steam units separated)

–  NAVIGO® plus control 
system

OPTIONS

– Draw-plate ovens
–  Stainless steel cladding for  

side walls and back wall
– Glass doors
– Automatic steam regulator
– Fold-out table
– Stone lining
– Steel baking plates for each oven
– Oven control
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MATADOR® MDE 

 DETAILS . MATADOR® MDE

Benefits

Temperature variability
– Every oven can be operated with different temperatures 
–  Optimum oven utilisation, even with small batches;  

cost saving
Top and bottom heat can be controlled separately
– Best individual baking quality
Individual ovens can be switched off
– Energy saving, optimum oven utilisation
Each oven has a separate steam unit
– Can be switched on and off as required
– Energy saving, optimum oven utilisation
No flue necessary, no burner maintenance,  
no chimney sweep charges
– Cost saving for initial installation 
– Lower follow-up costs
Two steam release valves, accessible from front
– Prevents hot steam escaping forwards
All computer-controlled ovens have  
priority switching as standard
– Reduction of high supply costs for electricity
Heating rods integrated in hat profile section 
(hat profile outside the baking chamber)
– No burning of baking products in the baking chamber
–  Heating rods are protected from acids and alkalis  

from the baking chamber
Heating rods can be replaced individually
– Cost saving
Increased heat output in door area
–  Guarantees consistent baking results across  

the whole baking area

2x wide 3x wide

MDE 80 MDE 100 MDE 101 MDE 125 MDE 121 MDE 150 MDE 151 MDE 180

Baking area m² 8 10 10 12,5 12 15 15 18

Decks

Length mm 1,600 2,000 1,600 2,000 1,600 2,000 1,600 2,400

Width mm 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800

Number of ovens 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 4

Oven

Approx. length mm 2,528 2,928 2,528 2,928 2,528 2,928 2,528 3,328

Approx. width mm 1,830 1,830 1,830 1,830 2,435 2,435 2,435 2,435

Approx. height mm 2,180 2,180 2,180 2,180 2,180 2,180 2,180 2,180

Min. required chamber height mm 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700

Elec. connection kVA 46.5 58 57.5 72.5 66.7 80 80 89

400 Volt

Nominal current
(total/priority) A

70/50 90/62 89/64 111/79 100 120 120 136/100

Fuse  
(total/priority)A

80/63 125/80 125/80 125/100 125 125 125 160/125

Supply line cross-section
mm²

25 50 50 50 50 50 50 70

Steam heating kW 13.2 18 16.5 22.5 18 18 22.5 24

Connected load with priority 
switching in kVA

Factory-set 33.3 40 41 50 48.7 62 57.5 65



MATADOR® MDE 

www.wpbakerygroup.com/matador

2x wide 3x wide

MDE 80 MDE 100 MDE 101 MDE 125 MDE 121 MDE 150 MDE 151 MDE 180

Baking area m² 8 10 10 12,5 12 15 15 18

Decks

Length mm 1,600 2,000 1,600 2,000 1,600 2,000 1,600 2,400

Width mm 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800

Number of ovens 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 4

Oven

Approx. length mm 2,528 2,928 2,528 2,928 2,528 2,928 2,528 3,328

Approx. width mm 1,830 1,830 1,830 1,830 2,435 2,435 2,435 2,435

Approx. height mm 2,180 2,180 2,180 2,180 2,180 2,180 2,180 2,180

Min. required chamber height mm 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700 2,700

Elec. connection kVA 46.5 58 57.5 72.5 66.7 80 80 89

400 Volt

Nominal current
(total/priority) A

70/50 90/62 89/64 111/79 100 120 120 136/100

Fuse  
(total/priority)A

80/63 125/80 125/80 125/100 125 125 125 160/125

Supply line cross-section
mm²

25 50 50 50 50 50 50 70

Steam heating kW 13.2 18 16.5 22.5 18 18 22.5 24

Connected load with priority 
switching in kVA

Factory-set 33.3 40 41 50 48.7 62 57.5 65
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The loading systems from Werner & Pfleiderer are ideally suited for automating the 
production process at the ovens and to relieve members of staff from heavy physical 
work. The systems are based on a track installation and a moving unit, whose range 
of movement is safeguarded by barriers and photo sensors. The integrated control 
system can be used to individually programme the loading and emptying processes 
and run fully or semi-automatically. This prevents baking times from falling below  
or exceeding the target time. Loading products when the baking temperature is 
incorrect is ruled out.

Fully automatic loading systems

The OBER® PRO is designed for a volume of more than 800 kg/hour. It is able to 
supply up to 8 multi-level ovens or 48 decks. At the same time it is very fast. 
Its travel times moving sideways can be defined between 0.13 and 2.0 m/sec:  
vertically it moves at 1.0 m/sec. Loading is completed at 0.5 m/sec, emptying at 
0.35 m/sec. It has a free-standing moving device with friction drive.

The OBER® is designed for a volume of up to 800 kg/hour. It is able to supply up to 
3 multi-level ovens or 24 decks. Its vertical and horizontal travel time is 0.6 m/sec. 
Loading is completed at 0.5 m/sec, emptying at 0.35 m/sec. It has a free-standing 
moving device with friction drive.

The STEWARD® is designed for a volume of up to 650 kg/hour. It serves up to  
3 multi-level ovens with a max. of 18 decks. Its travel time moving vertically is  
0.125 m/s, horizontally 0.3 m/s.

Semi-automatic loading systems

The PAGE® has an output of up to 650 kg/hour. It serves up to 3 multi-level ovens 
with a max. of 18 decks. It moves at 0.125 m/s travelling sideways, 0.3 m/s travel-
ling vertically. Each axis on the loading unit is controlled with a dead-man’s control. 
The movement continues as long as the button is pressed. This system does not 
require any safety fence to secure the machine’s range of movement.

Loading systems



 

Products 

Bread
Small pastries from 60 g

Output
 
OBER® PRO
Dough quantity  
> 800 kg/h
Loading and emptying
0,5/0,35 m/sec 

OBER®

Dough quantity  
< 800 kg/h
Loading and emptying
0,5/0,35 m/sec

STEWARD®

Dough quantity  
< 650 kg/h
Loading and emptying
0,5/0,35 m/sec

PAGE®

Dough quantity  
< 650 kg/h
Loading and emptying
0,5/0,35 m/sec

Specials

OBER® PRO
–  Loading/emptying  

up to 8 ovens or 200 m² of  
baking area/48 decks max.

OBER®

–  Loading/emptying  
up to 3 ovens or 78 m² of  
baking area/24 decks max.

Interfaces

– Multi deck baking ovens
– Conveyor systems

www.wpbakerygroup.com/matador
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UNITHERM® 
Baking cabinet for stationary oven rack; operated 
with either oil, gas or electricity. At only 1.35 m wide, 
it is a true space-saver. Its unusual ‘loading position’ 
enables the best use of energy.

WP quality ovens for 
manual production
Our baking ovens and rack ovens are legendary: 
MATADOR®, ROTOTHERM®, UNITHERM® – more than 
100,000 in use worldwide.

PELLADOR®

Wood-fi red oven with 2-3 decks and 
wood pellets as a source of energy. It has an 
integrated steam generation device and is 
distinguished by its reasonable energy consumption. 
Baking products with a natural aroma are produced 
in an environmentally friendly way that conserves 
resources.

ROTOTHERM®

Baking cabinet with rotating oven rack and 
variable baking air speed; operated with either oil, 
gas or electricity. The constant rotation of the oven 
rack ensures the products are evenly baked.

WINNER
Baking cabinet with rotating oven rack and speed-
controlled air circulation; operated with either oil, 
gas or electricity. The constant rotation of the oven 
rack ensures the products are evenly baked.
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CHECK

www.wpbakerygroup.com/matador/check

Pos I Advice  Planning . Design . Equipment . References . Tests

Pos II Equipment Hardware . Software . Mechanics .  Options . Baker know-how

Pos III Modularity Space required . Retrofitting

Pos IV Performance Quantities/hour . Volumes . Weights

Pos V Quality TA . Dough quality . Temperature . Taste

Pos VI Costs Investment . Running costs . Energy consumption . ROI

Pos VII WorkFlow Interfaces . Process management

Pos VIII System responsibility Complete system integration . Setting up individual sequences

Pos IX Service Self service . Service presence . Remote maintenance 

Pos X Group expertise Think process .  Interface skills . Solutions from one source



PROCEDURE

 CHECK & PROCEDURE . MATADOR®

www.wpbakerygroup.com/matador/ablauf

_ Enquiry

_ Production analysis

_ Conceptual design

_ Planning

_ Quotation

_ Purchase order

_ Production

_ Inspection

_ Delivery

_ Assembly

_ Integration

_ Commissioning

_ Training

_ Service
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www.wpbakerygroup.com

WP BAKERYGROUP
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The WP BAKERYGROUP has subsidiaries in 

France, Italy, Belgium, Russia and the USA.

You will also fi nd dealerships with 

service stations all over the world.

© 2009 by WP BAKERYGROUP, as at 10/09, printed in Germany, ® = registered trademark
All information is non-binding. Subject to changes in aid of technical progress.

Werner & Pfl eiderer
Lebensmitteltechnik GmbH
von-Raumer-Straße 8-18
91550 Dinkelsbühl
Germany
Fon +49 (0) 98 51-905-0
Fax  +49 (0) 98 51-905-342
info@wp-l.de
www.wp-l.de
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